Alaska Native Science Commission
EPA Traditional Knowledge and Contaminants
Mini-Grant Program

Question or Other Action Statement

Name of Community: ▶

The purpose of the Actions Statement is to identify what *specific question* your tribe wants to address in the mini-grant or what *other specific action* your community wants to take in the mini-grant. Once you’ve thought about all the possible causes of your concern, you’ll probably think of lots of questions. Since the mini-grants are small, the practical thing to do at this point is to decide on what one question your community wants to address or what one other action your community wants to take.

Question: ▶

Or

Other Action: ▶

You’ve completed the Mini-Grant Application when you have:

- Filled out the **Cover Sheet** contact information
- An official’s signature with date on the Cover Sheet
- Described a concern on the **Concern Statement**
- Identified possible causes of this concern on the **Causes Statement**
- Identified the questions you want to address in the Mini-Grant on the **Question or Other Action Statement**
- Completed the **Community Commitment of People and Resources**
- Completed a **Proposed Budget**.